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Executive Summary
This deliverable reports on the dissemination activities of the RENDER project within the second year. It
revisits the overall dissemination plan introduced in D6.1.3, focusing on the updates of the plan. The results
of the project have been disseminated through a large variety of dissemination channels, including the Web
site, organizing or participating in events, publications, presentations, posters, promotion materials and
press releases. We target various communities, ranging from academic institutions to industrial players and
regular users. We focus especially on the developer communities of the Web2.0 collaboration platforms for
which diversity aware extensions are built in the project. This deliverable gives also a detailed report on
second year dissemination activities, including the public materials created, the presence of the project in
awareness-raising events, and on the second year publications. Moreover, we provide particular focus on
the improvements of the RENDER Web site.
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1 Introduction
One of the main objectives of RENDER work package 6 (WP6) is to setup and coordinate the dissemination
of the project activities. All project partners are contributing to this objective that includes a wide range of
activities such as the creation and maintenance of the project Web site, the generation of promotion
materials, presentations, posters etc. The purpose of this deliverable is to present the achievements of the
RENDER consortium in terms of dissemination of the project vision and results in the second year of the
project. The activities reported in the current deliverable will be continued during the entire duration of the
project and updates of these activities will be reported in one final deliverable due month 36. The
dissemination activities are just one part of a large set of activities concerned with dissemination,
exploitation and community building. Complementary work on community building and clustering and
liaison activities in the second year of the project is reported in the deliverable D6.2.4 [1], and D6.3.2 [2],
respectively.
The structure of this deliverable is as follows: Section 2 presents the different dissemination channels such
as the Web site, community portals, events and publications, and presents a summary of the achievements
in the second year. In Section 3, we briefly summarize the period from a dissemination point of view and
conclude the deliverable.
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2 Dissemination Channels
2.1

Project Web site

The RENDER Web site1 complies with the guidelines of the European Commission for dissemination of
project results and project Web sites. The project Web site was created at the beginning of the project by
STI Innsbruck (UIBK), and is constantly updated and extended by the same partner. During the second year
of the project the web site has been improved to better reflect the activities and key outcomes of the
project. In this section we give a short overview of content and structure updates, used technologies and
provide statistics for the second year. The welcome page of the RENDER project can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 RENDER Homepage

1

http://render-project.eu/
© RENDER consortium 2010 - 2013
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Content and structure

The Web site is the entry point for getting an overview about the project. Interested users can inform
themselves about the topics the project addresses and the current status. It also presents the consortium
members and their role in the project. Furthermore, the Web site provides access to researchers and
industry to specific information, newest results and happenings within and outside the consortium, and to
the schedule towards the achievement of the project objectives. RENDER Web site is periodically updated
to reflect the latest advancements with respect to project work and related activities.
As RENDER is developing diversity aware extensions for popular tools and Web2.0 collaboration platforms,
an important part of the Web site are the community Web sites that provide information about the
extensions we are developing. The Web site was updated to make more visible and easily accessible details
about the tools extensions RENDER is building.

Figure 2 RENDER Web site section – entry point to resources and discussions on tools extensions
The RENDER Web site has been updated and the current structure of the Web site includes the following
areas:
 Home: This is the starting point for users, developers and all interested parties, and therefore
contains all necessary information on the project and its research in a concise form. This covers:
What is RENDER? What are we doing? Partners & case studies, RENDER news and RENDER events.
 About us: This area provides detailed information about the RENDER approach, case studies and
partners. It includes:
o Administrative Details: This page contains administrative details about the RENDER project
o About & Approach: This page goes into more details describing the approach adopted by
RENDER in order to achieve its objectives.
o Cases studies: This page gives an overview of the three RENDER case studies (Wikimedia,
Google and Telefonica) in terms of objectives, data sources, and users.
Page 10 of (25)
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Partners: This page contains information about the different academic and industrial
partners of the RENDER consortium.
Resources: This section provides access to several resources of the project including:
o Deliverables: This area describes the different deliverables in the RENDER project including
information about title, work package, partner etc. Deliverables already submitted are
made available to the public on this Web page.
o Posters: This section lists all RENDER posters that have been made available by the RENDER
consortium.
o Publications: This section lists all RENDER publications that have been made available by
the RENDER consortium.
o Presentations: This page provides access to presentations given by the RENDER team.
Presentations are available via Slideshare.2
o Press: This area contains press materials including the RENDER logo, factsheet and flyer.

The Resources area has been extended with the following entries:
o KDO – Knowledge Diversity Ontology: This area contains a very extensive description of
the Knowledge Diversity Ontology as well as all the information needed to understand the
ontology.
o Tools and Demos: This section lists all RENDER tools as well as demos. Additionally we also
provide pointers to the source code repositories where the code of the tools is available.
o RDF Repository: This section provides access to the RENDER data layer.





Contact: This page contains contact information.
Links: This area provides access to the blog, community forums, and internal wiki.
Developing extensions for: Is the entry point for the community Web site providing information
about extensions that RENDER is developing.

Additionally, on the upper part of the Web site, we make available a search function, the latest news
available as RSS feed, and the RENDER Twitter timeline and Facebook page.
2.1.2

Statistics

Figure 3 give an overview of the popularity of the RENDER Web site in the second year measured using
Google Analytics3. It shows statistics in terms of number of visits, unique visitors, page views, average visit
duration, etc. Figure 4 shows the distribution of visits per country, Germany, Austria, United States, Spain
and U.K. being the top 5 countries from where the visits originated. The high peak in October, 27 2011
indicates the reference by an article of the German IT portal Heise4. In the 2nd year of the project we had
4,450 people who visited the page. In comparison to the previous year, we could increase the number of
new visitors from 55.23% to 69.54%. This indicates that our 2nd year dissemination efforts invited more
people to get interested in the project and its activities.

2

http://www.slideshare.net/
www.google.com/analytics/
4
http://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Wikimedia-baut-Wikipedia-Datenbank-1367255.html
© RENDER consortium 2010 - 2013
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Figure 3 RENDER Web site usage summary

Figure 4 Distribution of visits per country
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2.2

Events

2.2.1

Events organized by RENDER members

2.2.1.1 Common Value Management2012 Workshop @ ESWC2012
Dieter Fensel (STI) and Marko Grobelnik (JSI) with the support of Ioan Toma (STI) and Andreas Thallhammer
(STI) have organized the 1st International Workshop on Common Value Management 2012. The first edition
was organized in conjunction with the ESWC2012 conference in Heraklion, Greece. The workshop focuses
on the scientific and technical aspects of semantics in relation to this topic. In this context, the aims of the
workshop are to get an insight in the current state of the art in this field and also to mark current academic
and industrial trends in this field. Semantics can hereby be used to describe and establish content,
channels, and their alignments. The term Common Value Management (CVM) serves as an umbrella for
three major aspects of today’s organization on-line communication: Yield, Brand and Reputation
Management. Five invited talks, given by Rainer Babiel, Florian Engel and Roman Zimmerman, Martin Hepp,
Yannis Charalabidis and Julius van de Laar provide the context for much of the work presented in the
workshop papers. Four high quality papers were accepted at the workshop. More than 15 participants
attended the sessions.
Venue: Heraklion, Greece
Date: March 28, 2011
Web site: http://cvm2012.sti-innsbruck.at/

Figure 5 CVM2012 participants

© RENDER consortium 2010 - 2013
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2.2.1.2 Text Stream Processing Tutorial @ WIMS2012
Dunja Mladenic, Marko Grobelnik and Delia Rusu from JSI have given a tutorial on "Text Stream Processing"
at the International Conference on Web Intelligence, Mining, Semantics WIMS2012. The tutorial gave an
overview of current frameworks, prototypes, and commercial applications for text stream processing. The
tutorial has also focused on describing the tools developed in RENDER.
Venue: Craiova, Romania
Date: June 13-15, 2012
Web site: http://software.ucv.ro/Wims12/keynote.html
2.2.2

Events with RENDER participation

RENDER members were present at several major scientific and industry events representing the project and
increasing its visibility. In the following we briefly list the events in which the RENDER project was involved
during the second year.
2.2.2.1 RENDER-WikiData Summit 2012
The RENDER WIkiData summit with developers of the Wikimedia Foundation took place in Berlin as premeeting before the Berlin Hackathon. Angelika Adam from Wikimedia Deutschland gave a presentation of
the project and the current status of the development. Additionally, we had extensive discussions on our
tools and further plans.
Venue: Berlin, Germany
Date: May 31 – June 1, 2012
Web site: http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/RENDER/Berlin_summit_2012/
2.2.2.2 Berlin Hackathon 2012
Berlin Hackathon 2012 is a meeting of Wikimedia community developers and system administrators and
was organised by Wikimedia Deutschland and the Wikimedia Foundation. There we had discussions with
interested developers about our case study and worked together with some volunteers on analysing tools,
in particular on the approach to identify political bias within German Wikipedia articles.
Venue: Berlin, Germany
Date: June 1-3, 2012
Web site: http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Berlin_Hackathon_2012
2.2.2.3 ACM WebScience 2012
At the ACM WebScience 2012 Gerrit Holz from Wikimedia Deutschland gave a poster presentation: "A
Knowledge Diversity Dashboard for Wikipedia", Felix Leif Keppmann, Fabian Flöck, Angelika Adam, Elena
Simperl, Delia Rusu, Anselm Metzger and Gerrit Holz. The poster is available online and was published at
the RENDER webpage5.
Venue: Evanston, IL, USA
Date: June 22-24, 2012
Web site: http://www.websci12.org/
2.2.2.4 Wikipedia Academy 2012: Research and Free Knowledge
Wikipedia Academy 2012 is a conference organised by Wikimedia Deutschland together with FU Berlin and
Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society. There we presented the RENDER project, the current status of

5

http://render-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/WebSci2012_RENDER-Poster_A0.pdf
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the Wikipedia Case Study and discussed with researchers and Wikipedians about bias and knowledge
diversity during different sessions, like Speed dating and breakout sessions.
Presentation of two RENDER related papers6:
 Guillermo Garrido, Enrique Alfonseca, Jean-Yves Delort and Anselmo Peñas: Extracting Wikipedia
Historical Attributes Data7
 Fabian Flöck and Andriy Rodchenko: Whose article is it anyway? - Detecting authorship distribution
in Wikipedia articles over time with WIKIGINI8
Additionally, the video documentation9 of this session is available online.
Venue: Berlin, Germany
Date: June 29 – July 1, 2012
Web site: http://wikipedia-academy.de/2012/
2.2.2.5 Wikimania 2012
The Wikimania 2012, the annual meeting of the world wide Wikipedia community took place in Washington
DC. Angelika Adam from Wikimedia Deutschland presented RENDER and in particular the work progress
concerning the Wikipedia case study in different formats. There she gave a presentation "Supporting tools
for a diversified Wikipedia"10. A video documentation11 is online available.
Additionally, she explained and discussed the project during a speed dating session. Fabian Flöck from KIT
and Angelika Adam set up a meet up-session12 to discuss with Community members and researchers
different aspects and dimensions of diversity and the needs which are related and useful in Wikipedia.

Figure 6 WikiMania2012 Web page
2.2.2.6 WikiSym 2012
We attended the WikiSym 2012 – The international symposium on wikis and open collaboration – which
took place in Linz, Austria and presented the major ideas and developments of the project and discussed
the possibilities of collaboration.
6
7
8
9

http://wikipedia-academy.de/2012/wiki/Schedule#Paper Session III: Analysing Wikipedia Article Data
http://wikipedia-academy.de/2012/w/images/7/7c/31_Paper_Guillermo_Garrido_Enrique_Alfonesca_Jean-Yves_Delort_Anselmo_Penas.pdf
http://wikipedia-academy.de/2012/w/images/2/24/23_Paper_Fabian_Fl%C3%B6ck_Andriy_Rodchenko.pdf
http://vimeo.com/45575032

10
11
12

http://wikimania2012.wikimedia.org/wiki/Submissions/Supporting_tools_for_a_diversified_Wikipedia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PL4D328D8933C13E24&v=f_fC_ESYRIQ&feature=player_detailpage#t=2764s
http://wikimania2012.wikimedia.org/wiki/Meetups#Bias_and_knowledge_diversity:_Wikipedia_is_representing_the_knowledge_of_whom.3F
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Venue: Linz, Austria
Date: August 27 – 29, 2012
Web site: http://wikimania2012.wikimedia.org/

Figure 7 WikiSym2012 Web page
2.2.2.7 WikiConvention 2012
The WikiConvention is the annual meeting of community the German Wikipedia and her sister projects
which took place in Dornbirn, Austria. There Angelika Adam from Wikimedia Deutschland gave a
presentation about the RENDER project and in particular the supporting tools. We discussed the
functionality of these tools and the needs and usage for the Wikipedia community.
Venue: Dornbirn, Austria
Date: August 31 – September 2, 2012
Web site: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiCon_2012

Figure 8 WikiConvention2012 Web page
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Invited talks

During the second year the following invited talks where given by RENDER members:


“FactForge – Data Service and the Value of the Inferred Knowledge”. Presentation by Mariana
Damova (Ontotext) at the European Data Forum 2012 (EDF 2012), Copenhagen, Denmark, June 6-7,
2012



“Vielfältige Informationen für Posts in Drupal”. Presentation by Simon Hangl (STI) at the Open
Source Day 2012, Innsbruck, Austria, May 11, 2012

2.3

Publications

During the second year of the project, RENDER publications were published in conference and workshop
proceedings. There have been also journal submissions currently under review. The following listing
provides the publications of the current reporting period (year 2).




















13

G. Garrido, E. Alfonseca, J.-Y. Delort and A. Peñas: Extracting Wikipedia Historical Attributes Data13,
in Proceedings of the Wikipedia Academy 2012, 2012.
J.-Y. Delort and E. Alfonseca: DualSum: A topic-model based approach for update summarization. In
Proceedings of the 13th Conference of the European Chapter of the Association for Computational
Linguistics (ECAL2012) Avignon, France, April 23-27, 2012.
E. Alfonseca, K. Fillipova, J.-Y. Delort andG. Garrido: DualSum: Pattern Learning for Relation
Extraction with Hierarchical Topic Models In Proceedings of the 50th Annual Meeting of the
Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL2012) Jeju Island, South Korea, July 8- 14, 2012.
F. L. Keppmann, F. Flöck, A. Adam, E. Simperl, D. Rusu, Gerrit Holz and A. Metzger, "A Knowledge
Diversity Dashboard for Wikipedia," in ACM WebScience 2012, Evanston, IL, USA, 2012.
F. Flöck, D. Vrandecic, and E. Simperl, "Reverts revisited: Accurate revert detection in Wikipedia," in
ACM Hypertext and Social Media 2012, Milwaukee, USA, 2012.
F. Flöck and A. Rodchenko: Whose article is it anyway? - Detecting authorship distribution in
Wikipedia articles over time with WIKIGINI, in Proceedings of the Wikipedia Academy 2012, 2012.
B. Ell, D. Vrandecic, and E. Simperl, "SPARTIQULATION: Verbalizing SPARQL queries," in Proceedings
of the Interacting with Linked Data (ILD) Workshop at ESWC 2012, Heraklion, Greece, 2012.
A. Thalhammer, I. Toma, A. J. Roa-Valverde and D. Fensel: Leveraging Usage Data for Linked Data
Movie Entity Summarization. In Proceedings of the 2nd International Workshop on Usage Analysis
and the Web of Data (USEWOD2012), co-located with the 21st International World Wide Web
Conference (WWW2012), Lyon, France, April 17th, 2012.
D. Fensel, B. Leiter, S. Thaler, A. Thalhammer and I. Toma: Effective and Efficient On-line
Communication. In Proceedings of the 11th International Workshop on Web Semantics and
Information Processing (WebS 2012), co-located with the 23rd International Conference on
Database and Expert Systems Applications (DEXA 2012) Vienna, Austria, September 3-7, 2012.
D. Fensel, B. Leiter, S. Thaler, A. Thalhammer, A. Fensel and I. Toma: Knowledge Modeling of Online Value Management. In Proceedings of the 1st International Workshop on Common Value
Management (CVM 2012), co-located with the 9th Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC
2012) Heraklion, Greece, May 28th, 2012.
T. Štajner and I. Novalija: Managing Diversity through Social Media. In Proceedings of the 1st
International Workshop on Common Value Management (CVM 2012), co-located with the 9th
Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC 2012) Heraklion, Greece, May 28th, 2012.
M. Damova, K. Simov, Z. Tashev, and A. Kiryakov, "FactForge: Data Service or Diversity through
Inferred Knowledge over LOD," in Proceedings of AIMSA’2012, Varna, Bulgaria, 2012.
A. K. Joshi, P. Jain, P. Hitzler, P. Z. Yeh, K. Verna, A. P. Sheth, and M. Damova, "Alignment-based
Querying of Linked Open Data," in Proceedings of Ontologies, DataBases, and Applications of

http://wikipedia-academy.de/2012/w/images/7/7c/31_Paper_Guillermo_Garrido_Enrique_Alfonesca_Jean-Yves_Delort_Anselmo_Penas.pdf
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Semantics (ODBASE) 2012, Rome, Italy, 2012.
B. Bishop, A. Kiryakov, Z. Tashev, M. Damova, and K. Simov, "OWLIM Reasoning over FactForge," in
Proceedings of OWL Reasoner Evaluation Workshop (ORE’2012), collocated with IJCAR 2012,
Manchester, UK, 2012.

Flyer

The official RENDER flyer was updated in order to reflect the latest development of the project (see Figure
9).

Figure 9 Updated RENDER flyer

2.5

Posters

Following you will find the posters of the RENDER project produced and presented at various events during
the second year of the project. The posters were presented on different location to introduce RENDER, its
goals and case studies.
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Figure 10 RENDER Poster – WebScience 2012
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Figure 11 RENDER Poster – ESWC 2012

2.6

Press releases

During the reporting period, Wikimedia Deutschland mentioned the RENDER project in a press release
about
the
Wikidata
project.
The
press
release,
is
available
at:
http://www.wikimedia.de/wiki/Pressemitteilungen/PM_3_12_Wikidata_EN and reproduced in Listing 1.
PRESS
Berlin, 30 March 2012

RELEASE

DATA REVOLUTION FOR WIKIPEDIA
Wikidata will be the first new Wikimedia project since 2006

The German chapter of the international Wikimedia movement, Wikimedia Deutschland, is starting the
development of a new Wikimedia project, called Wikidata. Wikidata will provide a collaboratively edited
database of the world's knowledge. Its first goal is to support the more than 280 language editions of
Wikipedia with one common source of structured data that can be used in all articles of the free
encyclopedia. For example, with Wikidata the birth date of a person of public interest can be used in all
Page 20 of (25)
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Wikipedias and only needs to be maintained in one place. Moreover, like all of Wikidata’s information, the
birth date will also be freely usable outside of Wikipedia. The common-source principle behind Wikidata is
expected to lead to a higher consistency and quality within Wikipedia articles, as well as increased
availability of information in the smaller language editions. At the same time, Wikidata will decrease the
maintenance effort for the tens of thousands of volunteers working on Wikipedia.
The CEO of Wikimedia Deutschland, Pavel Richter, points out the pioneering spirit of Wikidata: “It is
ground-breaking. Wikidata is the largest technical project ever undertaken by one of the 40 international
Wikimedia chapters. Wikimedia Deutschland is thrilled and dedicated to improving data management of
the world’s largest encyclopedia significantly with this project.”
Besides the Wikimedia projects, the data is expected to be beneficial for numerous external applications,
especially for annotating and connecting data in the sciences, in e-Government, and for applications using
data in very different ways. The data will be published under a free Creative Commons license.
The initial development of Wikidata is being funded with a major donation of 1.3 Million Euros, granted in
half by the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence ([ai]²). The institute supports long-range research
activities that have the potential to accelerate progress in artificial intelligence. It was established in 2010
by Microsoft co-founder Paul G. Allen, whose contributions to philanthropy and the advancement of
science and technology span more than 25 years.
“Wikidata is a simple and smart idea, and an ingenious next step in the evolution of Wikipedia,” said Dr.
Mark Greaves, Vice President of the Allen Institute for Artifical Intelligence. “It will transform the way that
encyclopedia data is published, made available, and used by a global audience. Wikidata will build on
semantic technology that we have long supported, will accelerate the pace of scientific discovery, and will
create an extraordinary new data resource for the world.”
One quarter of Wikidata’s initial funding is donated by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation through its
Science program.
”It is important for science,” said Chris Mentzel, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation science program
officer. “Wikidata will both provide an important data service on top of Wikipedia, and also be an easy-touse, downloadable software tool for researchers, to help them manage and gain value from the increasing
volume and complexity of scientific data.”
Google, Inc. provides another quarter of Wikidata’s funding. Chris DiBona (Director, Open Source) says:
"Google's mission is to make the world's information universally accessible and useful. We're therefore
pleased to participate in the Wikidata project which we hope will make significant amounts of structured
data available to all."
Wikidata will be developed in three phases. The first phase is expected to be finished by August 2012. It will
centralize links between the different language versions of Wikipedia in one place. In the second phase,
editors will be able to add and use data in Wikidata. The results of the second phase are scheduled to be
released in December 2012. The third and final phase will allow for the automatic creation of lists and
charts based on the data in Wikidata. This will close the initial development process for Wikidata.
Wikimedia Deutschland will perform the initial development, and then hand over operation and
maintenance of the project to the Wikimedia Foundation. This is planned to be achieved by March 2013.
The team of eight developers is being led by Dr. Denny Vrandečić. He changed from the Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology to Wikimedia Deutschland and is, together with Dr. Markus Krötzsch, of the University of
Oxford, co-founder of the Semantic MediaWiki project, which has pursued the goals of Wikidata for the last
few years. The proposal for Wikidata was developed with financial support by the EU project RENDER,
© RENDER consortium 2010 - 2013
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which also involves Wikimedia Deutschland as a use-case partner.

About Wikimedia Deutschland
Wikimedia Deutschland e.V. is a non-profit organisation dedicated to the dissemination of free knowledge.
It was founded in 2004 and has been supporting the diverse Wikimedia projects like Wikipedia ever since.
Wikimedia Deutschland promotes free access to free knowledge as a fundamental human right to
education. Like its fellow Wikimedia projects Wikipedia is independent, ad-free and entirely based on
volunteer contributions and donations.

http://www.wikimedia.de
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikidata
http://render-project.eu

About the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence
The institute supports individual researchers and research groups, sponsoring conferences, prizes,
competitions, and the construction of large public knowledge bases and evaluation frameworks. The AI2 is
focused on solving issues of scale and brittleness that have traditionally limited progress in artificial
intelligence.
http://www.ai-squared.org/

About the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
Established in September 2000, the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation seeks to advance environmental
conservation and scientific research around the world and improve the quality of life in the San Francisco
Bay Area. The Foundation’s Science Program aims to make a significant impact on the development of
provocative, transformative scientific research, and increase knowledge in emerging fields.
http://www.moore.org/

About Google, Inc.
Google's innovative search technologies connect millions of people around the world with information
every day. Founded in 1998 by Stanford Ph.D. students Larry Page and Sergey Brin, Google today is a top
web property in all major global markets. Google's targeted advertising program provides businesses of all
sizes with measurable results, while enhancing the overall web experience for users. Google is
headquartered in Silicon Valley with offices throughout the Americas, Europe and Asia.
http://www.google.com

Kind regards
Catrin Schoneville
spokesperson
Wikimedia Deutschland e.V.
Postfach 30 32 43
10729 Berlin
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Deutschland
phone: (+49) 030 - 219 158 26-0
mobile: (+49) 0177 - 439 94 90
www.wikimedia.de
Listing 1: Wikidata press release mentioning RENDER
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3 Conclusions
This deliverable gives an overview of the most important dissemination activities undertaken by the
RENDER consortium in the second year of the project. In this period the focus was on producing and
disseminating high scientific RENDER results at top conferences. In this deliverable we introduce the
dissemination channels and activities that discuss updates of the Web site, public materials created,
publications, etc. This deliverable is the second version of the dissemination report. A final update of this
report will be provided in M36.
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